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The use of Popular Images is a very important phenomenon in Chinese 
Contemporary Art, and it is also the new characteristic and new change in the 
development of Chinese Art in modern time. Besides, the relationship of Popular 
Images and Art is the new study field of Art Philosophy and Art Principles. This 
thesis deals with the analysis of relationship between Chinese Contemporary Art and 
Popular Images, in order to summarize the development of Chinese Art and to prove 
the influence of Popular Images to art in essence. This thesis has three parts, which 
are Popular Images in Chinese Contemporary Art, how Popular Images inspire 
Chinese Contemporary Art and the iconology of Popular Art. 
Firstly, this thesis defines the study field and clarifies some related conceptions 
in the study field. The study filed of this thesis is Chinese Contemporary Art, and the 
sub subject of this thesis is the use of Popular Images in art. The conceptions of 
Chinese Contemporary Art and Popular Images are not distinct in daily use, so we 
have to define these two terms. These two terms are defined by comparing with some 
analogical terms like Contemporary and Modern, Popular Images and Public Images. 
Secondly, this thesis mainly talks about the specific art phenomena, which are 
Political Pop, Kitsch Art and the Carton Generation. The topics are as below: How 
do the Popular Images and Chinese Contemporary Art combine? Why the Artists use 
Popular Images? What kinds of Popular Images do Artists use in Chinese Art? How 
do the Artists use Popular Images in their works? 
Thirdly, this thesis summarizes the criticisms of the art works which use 
Popular Images. In Art skills, these works use diverting, collage, combine, 
deformation, reproduce and transform to deal with images. From the critical point of 
view, we can find that there is a path of Social-Culture-Personal in these works. The 
changes of art form in these works are also typical: the forms are multifarious and 
the handicraft skills are getting lower and lower down. The Symbolism of the images 
use in these works is more and more obvious. In short, the criticisms to these works 
are mostly base on Philistinism, Daily Art, Ready-made Art and Ethnological Art. 
Fourthly, this thesis discusses the relationship between image and art from the 
level of Art Principle. The essence of art changed a lot in this Image Era. For 
example, the source of images in art changed, the function of images in art changed, 















what is most important that the relationship of art and reality changed. The act of 
using Popular Images in art plays an indispensable role in this process. 
In a word, this thesis using methodologies of logic and history deals with the 
phenomenon and problems in Chinese Contemporary Art, helping to solve practical 
problems. The innovations of this thesis are as blew: Not from the social point of 
view or the cultural point of view, this thesis analyses Popular Images in the art 
works directly; Makes a summing-up of criticism to art works which use Popular 
Images and proves or disprove them in new analysis; This thesis explore the new 
changes of art with semeiology by Popular Images. 
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说的 modern time（现代）始于 1450 年；根据现代性，文艺复兴表示中世纪以
来出现的各种各样的变化。我们也用 modern era（现在这个时代），并且将它
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